
 Poly-Géo has unique know-how acquired on projects throughout Québec, which we can use to 
optimize the construction of roads and other access routes. We base our approach on a comprehensive 
analysis of field conditions that takes into account the site-specific physical setting and environmental 
constraints, as well as the availability of local borrow sources.
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 The location of potential borrow sources 
and the quality of the materials they contain 
have a direct impact on the cost of the work, 
and are therefore central to route selection.

In addition to proposing road routes that 
take these elements into account, Poly-Géo 
conducts surveys of the sources of materials 
required for roadwork: till or pit-run material 
for the embankments, sand and gravel for 

the subgrade, surfacing and repairs, and 
sand for winter maintenance. In areas where 
there is little unconsolidated material, we 
locate and characterize quarry sites for the 
production of crushed rock. We use photo-
interpretation to identify the best targets 
and focus our efforts on them during field 
investigations using mechanical equipment, 
leading to substantial savings.

-
tential: accessibility, type of material, esti-
mated volumes, operating constraints; 

borrow source access roads; 

exploitable volumes of material;
-

ting to ensure the suitability of materials; 

-
cations for environmental exemptions for 
the operation of non-compliant borrow 
pits; 

-
ration for tree cutting and excavation;

borrow pits and quarries. 

 We can also provide a range of other services related to borrow source 
investigation and rehabilitation, such as: 

A partner 
in land development  

  Armed with extensive photo-interpretation expertise 
and a broad knowledge of Quaternary geomorphology, 
Poly-Géo’s team of specialists can provide a general 
or detailed picture of a road project area, quickly and 
affordably. In business since the mid-1980s, Poly-Géo 
has gained strong expertise that can be applied to 
roadwork planning, construction and repair. We have 
already put our know-how to good use in dozens of 
projects covering thousands of kilometres, in settings 
ranging from the James Bay lowlands to the permafrost 
zones of Nunavik and the rugged terrain of the Otish 

Poly-Géo’s methodology can be used in the study of 

and railways, whether in populated or remote areas. 
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 Poly-Géo gets involved in the early stages of road projects to 
supply decision-makers with the basic data that allows them to 
make informed choices. We provide the following services, primarily 
through the analysis of aerial photographs:

 physical setting, including topographical obstacles, hydrography, 

ground with low bearing capacity, wetlands and geohazards 

(erosion, rock slides, permafrost, etc.);

 In the later project stages, once a preferred route has been 

selected, detailed analysis of aerial photographs and the resulting 

maps provide developers and engineers with the tools they need to 

plan the work, select the best route and proceed with design. Using 

detailed topographic maps showing the surficial materials classed 

by thickness, they can optimize cut and fill calculations, estimate the 

volumes of rock to be excavated and assess the percent recovery 

by type of material. The maps are fully exportable to the main GIS 

and road design softwares.

  Aerial photo-interpretation is the fastest, most affordable way to 

obtain an overview of the geological and environmental conditions in 

their associated landforms (e.g., drumlins and eskers) highlights the 

landform and subsoil alignments best suited to linear infrastructure, 

as well as any potential obstacles (e.g., bogs, unstable soils and rocky 

cliffs). Coupled with digital elevation models, photo-interpretation 

provides critical information for the selection of the most appropriate 

corridors and, ultimately, of an optimal route. Thanks to Canada-wide 

aerial photo coverage since the mid-20th century, this method can 

be used across the country.

PHOTO-INTERPRETATION: a reliable, affordable option  

Early involvement FOR BETTER PLANNING 

OPTIMAL DESIGN THROUGH 
in-depth understanding of the terrain 
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